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Abstract
Anode power deposition is the principal performance limiter of magnetoplasmadynamic
(MPD) thrusters. Current thrusters loose between 50 and 70 percent of the input power to the
anode. In this work, anode power deposition was studied for three cylindrical applied magnetic
field thrusters for a range of argon propellant flow rates, discharge currents, and applied-field
strengths. Between 60 and 95 percent of the anode power deposition resulted from electron
current conduction into the anode, with cathode radiation depositing between 5 and 35 percent of
the anode power, and convective heat transfer from the hot plasma accounting for less than 5
percent. While the fractional anode power loss decreased with increasing applied-field strength
and anode size, the magnitude of the anode power increased. The rise in anode power resulted
from a linear rise in the anode fall voltage with applied-field strength and anode radius. The anode
fall voltage also rose with decreasing propellant flow rate. The trends indicate that the anode fall
region is magnetized, and suggest techniques for reducing the anode power loss in MPD thrusters.
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anode surface area, m2
cathode surface area, m2
applied magnetic field strength, T
random thermal particle speed, m/s
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convective heat transfer coefficient for plasma, W]m2K
discharge current, A
electron current density at anode, A/m 2
Boltzmann's constant, t.38x10-23 J/K
plasma thermal conductivity, W/cm K
electron mass, kg
ion mass, kg
electron number density, m-3
heavy particle number density, m-3
anode power, W
convective power density to anode, W/m2
cathode radiation power density to anode, W/m 2
plasma radiation power density to anode, W/m 2
Prandl number
anode radius, cm
Reynolds' number
cathode surface temperature, K
electron temperature, K
flow velocity, nv's
anode fall voltage, V
cathode emissivity
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67 x 10-8 W/m 2 K 4
anode work function, eV
plasma parameter
electron Hall parameter
Introduction
The efficiency of magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters must be increased by a factor of
two if they are to successfully compete for application to spacecraft propulsion. 2.2 While MPD
thrusters have demonstrated specific impulses over 5000 seconds and the ability to process several
hundred kilowatts of power for periods of up to several hours, the currently attainable 25 percent
thruster efficiency will likely preclude their use for spacecraft primary propulsion.
The low thruster efficiency results primarily from the large fraction of the input power
deposited into the anode, which can range from 50 to 90 percent for thruster powers below one
megawatt. 2-5 Reduction of this power loss will result in both performance improvements and
system simplifications due to the decreased heat rejection requirements. Considerable effort has
been expended to evaluate and reduce anode power deposition in MPD thrusters. 39 The studies
include steady-state thrusters operated with and without applied magnetic fields on a variety of
propellants at power levels from 5 to 50 kW, and quasi-steady tests 6'7 wherein the thruster is
pulsed for 1 to 2 milliseconds, at power levels up to 20 MW. However, many of the steady-state
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resultswereobtainedat high facility pressures,whichhavebeenshownto stronglyaffectanode
powerdeposition.4 In addition, previouswork failed to identify scalingparametersgoverning
anodepowerdepositionvalid for a broadrangeof thrustergeometriesandoperatingconditions.
At presenttherelationshipbetweenquasi-steadyandsteady-statetestresultsis uncertain,andthe
lackof adequatescalingrelationshipsprecludesuseof resultsobtainedatthrusterpowersoverone
MW for improving thrustersoperatingat sub-megawattpowerlevels. The situation,however,is
improving. Recentresultswith applied-fieldthrustershaveshownthat theanodepowerfraction
decreasedwith increasingaxial field strengthandanoderadius.3'4Theanodepowerfractionalso
decreasedwith decreasinganodelengthandcathoderadius. That work,however,did notaddress
theimpactof propellantflow rateordischargecurrent.
This paperpresentstheresultsof aneffort to empiricallyestablishthe impactof thruster
operating condition and geometry on the magnitude and mechanismof anodepower loss.
Measurementsof anodepowerdepositionwereobtainedacrossa broadrangeof propellantflow
rates, dischargecurrents, and applied field strengths,for three applied-field MPD thruster
geometriesin anattemptto identifyfundamentalscalingrelationships.Following a descriptionof
theexperimentalapparatus,anodepowerdepositionmeasurementsfor thethreethrustergeometries
arepresented.The thrusteroperatingconditionsincludedargonflow ratesfrom 0.025to 0.14g/s,
dischargecurrentsbetween500and2000amps,andappliedfield strengthsfrom 0 to 0.2T. The
resultswere usedto calculatetheanodefall voltage,andscalingrelationshipsfor theanodefall
were identified. Finally, a summaryof resultsandpotentialapproachesto reducingthe anode
powerlossin MPD thrustersarepresented.
Experimental Apparatus and Data Reduction
Thrusters and Applied-Field Magnets
A simplified thruster schematic is shown in Fig. 1. All three geometries tested consisted of
a 0.64 cm radius, 2% thoriated tungsten cathode surrounded by a cylindrical water cooled copper
anode. Anode radii of 2.54, 3.81, and 5.1 cm were tested. All electrodes were 7.6 cm long.
Propellant was injected through a boron niwide plate at the back of the chamber via a 0.16 cm wide
annulus at the cathode base and via twenty-four 0.16 cm diameter holes at the mid-radius between
anode and cathode. All data presented here were obtained with an even split in propellant flow
between the cathode annulus and the holes at the backplate mid-radius.
The need for plasma property measurements near the anode led to the design of a thruster
permitting placement of electrostatic and pressure probes at the anode surface. This was
accomplished by drilling 0.16 cm diameter holes through the walls of the water cooling channels as
shown in Fig. 2. These diagnostics were only performed with the 3.81 cm radius anode thruster.
Five of these diagnostic ports were drilled along the length of the anode at each of three azimuthal
locations. The diagnostics used in this thruster are discussed below.
The MPD thrusters were mounted inside solenoidal coils (not shown in Fig. 1) used to
generate a strong axial magnetic field in the thruster chamber and plume region. Two coil sizes
were required to accommodate the different anode radii. The 2.54 and 3.81 cm radius anodes were
tested using a magnet with a 15.3 cm diameter bore, the 5.1 cm radius anode required a magnet
with a 20.3 cm bore diameter. Both coils were 15.3 cm wide (axially). The coils were made using
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multiple turnsof insulatedcoppertubingwhich carriedbothcurrentandmagnetcooling water.4
Magneticfield calibrationsshowedthatthecoils producedfields whichwereazimuthallyuniform
to within 1%,with axial field strengthsat thecenterlineof thecoil exit planeof 1.66x 10.4T/A
and8.48x 10-5T/A for the15.3and20.3cm magnets,respectively.For all testsdiscussedin this
report the thrusterexit planewas flush with the downstreamend of the coil, and quotedfield
strengthsreferto valuesatthecenterlineof thecoil exit plane(alsothecathodetip). Fieldstrengths
atthecoil centerweretwicetheexit planevalues.
'VacuumFacility and Test Stand
The MPD thrusters were tested in a 3 m diameter, 3 m long test port connected to a 7.6 m
diameter, 21 m long vacuum facility via a 3 m diameter gate valve. A schematic of the test stand in
the 3 m test port is shown in Fig. 3. The vacuum facility maintained a pressure below 0.07 Pa
(5x10 4 tOrr) for all flow rates tested. Testing at varying pressures has shown that this pressure is
low enough to ensure that the facility pressure did not impact the anode power deposition or
thruster performance. 4 Additional details of this facility are available in Refs. 3, 4, and 10.
The thrusters were mounted on an inverted pendulum thrust stand capable of resolving
thrust levels of 0.01 N. 1° Power and cooling water for the thruster and applied-field magnet
passed through the thrust stand flexures. Calibrations over a broad range of operating conditions
showed no thrust stand tares resulting from the water cooling, discharge current, or applied
magnetic field.
Propellant was fed into the thrust chamber via two independent propellant feed lines. The
propellant flow rates were measured using thermal conductivity flow type flow controllers with
2% precision. Periodic in situ calibrations were performed to ensure 2% accuracy.
Thruster and magnet cooling water was provided by two closed loop heat exchangers, each
providing up to 0.5 kg/s of distilled water at a pressure of 0.83 MPa (120 psi). The water flow
rate was measured using turbine flow meters which were calibrated periodically. The calibrations
showed the flow rate measurements to be accurate to within 2 %. Type K thermocouples were
imbedded a minimum of 7 cm into the water flow lines to measure the temperature rise across both
the anode and cathode electrodes. The thermocouples were only accurate to +/- 0.5°K, which
forced periodic adjustment of the water flow rate to ensure a minimum of 10°K temperature rise
across the anode for all power levels tested. These steps ensured that the calorimetric
measurements were accurate to within 5 %.
Anode Plasma Diagnostics
Both planar electrostatic probe and static pressure measurements were used to establish the
plasma properties the surface of the 3.81 cm radius anode. The electrostatic probes consisted of
0.076 cm diameter tungsten wire inserted into a 0.15 cm diameter alumina tube. The tungsten wire
tip was flush with the end of the alumina tube. The probe assembly was inserted through the steel
tubes mounted on the 3.81 cm diameter anode (Fig. 2) and positioned such that the exposed
tungsten surface was even with the anode surface. Note that at this position, the probes measure
electron properties after the electrons have been accelerated through the fall region, and not the
properties of the bulk plasma near the anode. The alumina tube-steel tube and alumina tube-
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tungstenwire interfaces(outsideanode)werecoveredwithepoxyto providea gastight seal.Five
electrostaticprobeswereusedto obtainaxialplasmapropertyprofiles. Theprobecircuit anddata
reductiontechniqueswereidenticalto thoseusedin Ref. 11,exceptthat for thesemeasurements
theion saturationcurrentwassubtractedfromtheprobecurrentbeforetheelectrontemperatureand
densitywerecalculated.This improvedtheaccuracyof theelectrontemperaturemeasurements.
Fourcapacitancemanometerswereusedto measuretheaxialstaticpressuredistributionalongthe
anode.The manometersusedhadapressurerangeof 0 to 1300Pawith 0.1%precision.Teflon
tubing0.32cm in diameterand30cm longwasusedto connectthesteeltubesat theanodewith
themanometers.
Anode Fall Vgltage Estimation
The equation used to calculate the anode fall voltage from the anode power measurements
was derived by estimating the magnitudes of all the anode power deposition terms and eliminating
those that are negligible. In general, the magnitude of the anode power can be written as:
P. f(j_(V._+ 5kTo= --+q))+ P$ + P_o_,+ PP')dA
A_ 2e (I)
where the first term in the integral results from electron current conduction into the anode, the
second represents the contribution from cathode radiation, the third term represents convective
heat transfer from the hot plasma to the anode, and the fourth term represents plasma radiation
reaching the anode surface. While the integral over the anode surface is required to allow for axial
property gradients in the thruster chamber, no data currently exist which permit axial resolution of
the bulk plasma properties near the anode. For this reason only average properties are discussed in
this report.
Previous MPD thruster studies have indicated that the dominant heat transfer mechanism is
the electron current conduction, which includes the anode fall voltage, the electron thermal energy
in the bulk plasma at the edge of the fall region, and the anode work function. The plasma
radiation consists of free-free, free-bound, and line radiation, which were shown to be negligible
using relationships from Ref. 12 with the assumption of a fully ionized argon plasma at a
temperature of 2 eV in the chamber. These assumptions are consistent with measurements
obtained in the exit plane of steady-state tl and quasi-steady 6,7,13 self- and applied-field MPD
thrusters operated with argon propellant at power levels between 50 kW and 5 MW. Plasma
convective heat transfer will be dominated by the neutral particle flux to the surface as the ions will
be repelled by the anode fall voltage. Two approaches were used to estimate the magnitude of the
convective power. The first, a simple kinetics calculation, yields a convective power of:
nHc
Pco,,, = Er,.EA an
4 (2)
where the heavy particle number density, nil, was calculated using the one-dimensional continuity
equation, the average neutral thermal speed was calculated assuming equal electron and neutral
temperatures, and the kinetic energy per particle was calculated using the measured mass average
plasma exhaust velocity. The results ranged from 1 - 3 kW for the conditions reported in this
paper, values which are over an order-of-magnitude below the reported anode powers. The
assumedparametervah,esshouldyield asubstantialoverestimateof theconvectivepowerbecause
theneutraldensityis thought to belessthan10%of thetotaldensity,andionsshouldberepelled
from theanodeby thepositiveanodefall voltage. In addition,theuseof theexhaustvelocity to
estimatekinetic energiesalongtheentirelengthof theanodeis likely to overestimatetheheavy
particle kinetic energybecausethe averagevelocity in thechamberis lower than the exhaust
velocity. Both of these issues are readdressedbelow using the anodeplasma property
measurements. The secondmethod for convective power estimation used the formulation
proposedby Saber6which assumestheheattransferbehavesasthatof aflowing neutralgas. In
thiscasetheconvectiveheattransfercoefficientisgivenby:
k 08 04
hp = 0.026--P Re PrD (3)
where the Reynolds number, Prandl number, and plasma heat transfer coefficient were evaluated
using transport coefficients from Ref. 11, the electron temperature was taken as 2.3x104 K, the
plasma velocity was taken as 2 x 104 m/s, and the length scale D was taken to be the electrode
length. The electron temperature and plasma velocity values are consistent with measurements
reported previously. 4,al These assumptions should yield an overestimate of the convective anode
heat transfer. The convective heat flux was then estimated as:
P_o,v = hpT_A,n - 200 W (4)
which is two to three orders of magnitude less than the anode powers reported in this paper. The
above analyses clearly include many simplifying assumptions which require verification. In
particular, use of the exhaust velocity in the first method above may actually underestimate the
energy per particle in an applied-field thruster due to the presence of high azimuthal velocities.
Observation of the anode surface for the larger thrusters indicates that the copper anode is being
sputtered by propellant atoms moving in helical trajectories along the anode. Because the
sputtering threshold of argon on a copper target is over 35 eV 14(corresponding to a velocity of 1.3
x 104 m/s), this observation clearly indicates that high energy atoms or ions are striking the
surface. Plasma velocity measurements near the anode surface are required to resolve this issue.
For both methods of estimating convective power the resulting magnitudes are much smaller than
the measured anode power losses.
Cathode radiation, on the other hand, clearly cannot be neglected. Measurements of
cathode surface properties in steady-state thrusters 15 showed that the cathode temperature matched
that required for themlionic emission of the discharge current, which for conditions reported in this
paper corresponds to surface temperatures between 2900 and 3100 K. Cathode radiation deposited
on the anode was estimated from:
P_ = FMEoACT 4 (5)
where the cathode to anode view factors, F,:-a, were calculated using the equations in Ref. 16. For
a surface temperature of 3000 K, cathode radiation deposited between 4 and 7 kW into the anode
for the electrode geometries tested. The anode surface temperature was neglected in the radiation
exchange equation because the anode surface temperature was less than 1000 K for all operating
conditions.
This analysisshowedthat the plasmaconvectionandradiation termsin Eq. (1) can be
neglected,but that the cathoderadiation term must be includedin the study of anodepower
deposition. Using theseresults, Eq. (1) wassolvedfor theanodefall voltagein termsof the
cathoderadiation,electrontemperature,and anodework function:
=P.. _(SkT,V.,
J,_ 2e (6)
where the electron temperature of the bulk plasma near the anode was taken as 2.3x10 4 K and the
work function of copper is 4.6 eV.
Results
The thruster operating envelopes were limited by both facility and thruster life
considerations. Facility pumping speed limitations precluded testing at argon flow rates greater
than 0.14 g/s, and the electrode heat exchangers could not absorb more than 80 kW. In addition,
the thrusters would not operate stably with no applied magnetic field. Attempts to operate in a self-
field mode always resulted in severe cathode and anode erosion characterized by particulate
emission. The stable operating envelope also changed with thruster geometry. For example, while
the 2.54 cm radius anode thruster operated very well with a propellant flow rate of 0.025 g/s, the
5.1 cm anode radius became unstable for flow rates below approximately 0.06 g/s. In general,
increasing the thruster size shifted the stable operating envelope towards higher propellant flow
rates and lower applied field strengths.
Data reported below include only conditions for which the thruster operated stably for
several minutes. Measurements of cathode weight loss were taken for all tests, which showed that
cathode mass loss rate was less than 0.5 % of the injected propellant flow rate in all cases. While
some anode mass loss was evident in the thruster with the 5.1 cm radius anode, it was impossible
to quantify due to the limited resolution of the mass balance.
Anode Power M.e._surement,s
Figures 4a - d show the anode power tractions as functions of applied magnetic field
strengths for several discharge currents using the 2.54, 3.81, and 5.1 cm radius anodes. Figures
4c and 4d present results for argon flow rates of 0.10 and 0.14 g/s with the 5.1 cm radius anode,
respectively. For all but one case the anode power fraction decreased with increasing applied field
strength, though the values appear to approach an asymptote at the highest field strengths tested.
The behavior of the one anomalous case, observed with the 5.1 cm radius anode at a discharge
current of 750 A and an argon flow rate of 0.1 g/s (Fig. 4c), has not been explained, though
thruster operation during that test was slightly erratic. In general, however, the anode power
fraction decreased with increasing anode radius, with values ranging from a high of 0.75 with the
2.54 cm radius anode at low applied field strengths to a low of 0.50 with the 5.1 cm radius anode
at the highest field strength that could be applied with that geometry. The anode power fraction
decreased slightly with increasing discharge current. This result was confirmed by varying the
discharge current at a constant field strength of 0.034 T for all three geometries (Fig. 5).
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Following a relatively rapid decreasein anodepowerfraction (of between12and 18%) asthe
currentwas increasedfrom 750 to 1250A, theanodepowerfraction reachedanasymptote,and
evenincreasedslightly for thethreeanoderadii studied.Theeffectof propellantflow rate,on the
otherhand,wasquite large(Figs.6a - c). For all casesincreasingflow ratedecreasedtheanode
powerfraction, thoughthemagnitudeof theeffectdecreasedastheanoderadiusincreases.Most
interestingis that thebehaviorof theanodepowerfractionasafunction of applied-fieldstrength
changedcompletelywith the2.54cm radiusthrusterwhentheflow ratewasdecreasedfrom 0.050
to 0.025g/s. At the lowestflow rate theanodepowerfraction increased,ratherthandecreased,
with increasingfield strength.
Anode Fall Voltage
Anode power deposition appears to be governed by the anode fall voltage. Using the
techniques discussed above, the anode fall voltage was calculated from the calorimetric
measurements of the anode power and estimates of the cathode radiation. Figures 7a - d show the
variation in anode fall voltage with applied-field strength for several discharge currents for each of
the three anode radii tested. Figures 7c and 7d present results for argon flow rates of 0.10 and
0.14 g/s, respectively, with the 5.1 cm radius anode. The anode fall voltages ranged from a low of
-2 V for the 2.54 cm radius anode at a discharge current of 750 A and an applied field of 0.034 T,
to a high of 42 V for the 5.1 cm anode with a discharge current of 1250 A and an applied field of
0.06 T. For all cases the anode fall voltage rose linearly with applied field strength. The slopes of
the linear least-squares curve fits to the data are given in Table 1. There is only one case, the 5.1
cm radius anode with an argon flow of 0.10 g/s and a discharge current of 750 A, for which the
discharge current had a major effect on the rate of anode fall voltage rise with applied field
strengtti. This result indicates that the anomalous anode power fraction behavior observed in
Figure 4c resulted from an increase in the anode fall voltage, not a change in bulk plasma
characteristics. When the flow rate for the 5.1 cm radius anode was increased to 0.14 g/s (Fig. 7d,
Table 1) the anomalous behavior at 750 A disappeared. While the discharge current did not appear
to greatly affect the slopes of Van vs. Bz, the minimum anode fall voltages, measured at the lowest
applied field strengths for each geometry, clearly increased with increasing discharge current and
anode radius. Values of the minimum anode falls are given in Table 2. The results for the 5.1 cm
radius anode show that increasing the flow rate results in a large decrease in the minimum anode
fall voltage.
The effect of discharge current at a constant applied-field strength is shown for the three
anode radii in Fig. 8. The slopes of these curves can be viewed as the rate of increase in the
minimum anode falls with discharge current in Fig. 7 and Table 2. Again it is apparent that the
behavior of the largest anode at 750 A is anomalous, as for all other cases the anode fall rises
linearly with discharge current. The slopes of the least-squares fits increase with increasing anode
size. The effect of propellant flow rate on the slope of the Van vs. Jd curve is shown for the 2.54
and the 5.1 cm radius anodes in Figs. 9a and b. The apparently anomalous data with the 5.1 cm
radius thruster at 750 A and 0.10 g/s argon was not included in the least-squares curve fits. While
the propellant flow rate affects both the slope and intercept with the smaller anode, it affects only
the intercept with the larger one. The slope increase in Fig. 9a is in direct proportion to the change
in flow rate.
The effect of propellant flow rate on the anode fall voltage was most dramatic when the
magnetic field strength was varied. Figures 10a - c show plots of Van vs. Bz for the three anode
radii at several propellant flow rates. While the anode fall voltage increases linearly with applied-
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field strengthfor all cases,theslopeincreasesrapidlywith decreasingflow ratefor all but thelarge
anode.
Anode Plasmo PrQperty Measurcment_
Electrostatic probes were used to obtain electron temperature and density measurements at
five axial locations along the anode surface. A minimum of five complete probe current - voltage
characteristics were obtained for each location and operating condition to verify reproducibility. If
the probe signals were noisy the results were not included. Figures 1 la and b show electron
temperature and density measurements for three operating conditions as a function of axial
distance from the chamber backplate. The electron temperature increased slightly toward the
thruster exit plane, ranging from 3 to 4 eV near the backplate and from 4 to 5 eV near the exit
plane. The electron density generally decreased toward the exit plane, though the one reliable data
point obtained close to the backplate showed a sharp decrease in density at that location (Fig.
1 lb), possibly resulting from a low ionization fraction close to the propellant injection location.
The electron temperature increased with applied-field strength, while the density decreased.
Pressure measurements obtained using capacitance manometers are plotted for the same
operating conditions in Figure 12. Calculated values of the charged particle pressure, 2NekTe,
obtained assuming equal electron and ion densities and temperatures, are also shown. The
measured pressure drops rapidly toward the exit, decreasing from 65 Pa (0.5 torr) near the
backplate to 5 Pa (0.03 torr) near the exit plane. The calculated charged particle pressure is
relatively constant at about 5 Pa (0.03 torr) throughout the chamber. For the last two measured
axial positions, at 5 and 6.2 cm from the backplate, the measured and calculated pressured are
equal, indicating that the plasma was fully ionized at those locations. The measured pressure and
calculated charged particle pressure indicate that the ionization fraction at the anode surface
increases rapidly toward the exit plane. It was not possible to quantify the ionization fraction near
the backplate due to the uncertainty in neutral particle temperature.
Discussion
The measured anode power levels and plasma properties substantiate the arguments used to
eliminate the convective power term and show that cathode radiation is not a dominant source of
anode power. First, given the uniform dependence of anode power on applied field strength it is
likely that the same power deposition mechanisms control the anode power for all operating
conditions. For Eq. (2) to predict the correct anode power magnitudes for all operating conditions,
the flow velocity at the anode surface (either axial or azimuthal) would have to be up to 4 times the
measured mass average exhaust speed obtained from thrust measurements. 3,4 This can be shown
using Eq. (2) to calculate the ion speed required to deposit the highest measured anode power (60
kW). However, it appears from the pressure and density distributions at the anode surface that the
plasma does not reach the exhaust velocity until near the exit plane. In addition, accelerating the
propellant to speeds 4 times the exhaust speed would require more power than was actually put
into the thruster. Similarly, for cathode radiation to dominate for all operating conditions the
cathode temperature would have to be well over the melting point of tungsten at the higher power
levels, whereas direct measurements indicate that the cathode surface temperature does not exceed
3200 K. These results reinforce the conclusion that electron current conduction into the anode is
thedominantsourceof anodepowerdeposition. However,therelativemagnitudesof the three
terms governing this process, the anode fall voltage, electron thermal energy, and anode work
function, change with the thruster operating condition. At low applied magnetic field strengths
the electron thermal energy and anode work function are the dominant sources of anode power,
with the anode fall voltage rising linearly with applied-field strength to dominate the anode power
deposition at the higher field strengths. Note that the electron temperatures measured at the anode
surface are not the same as that used in Eqs. (1) - (4) and (6). The values required for the
equations are the electron temperature on the plasma side of the anode fall region, whereas the
measurements were made at the anode surface, after the electrons had been accelerated across the
fall region. The relatively high measured electron temperatures may indicate that some of the
energy the electrons acquire across the fall is thermalized, though experimental error resulting
from probe contamination could also result in high temperatures. The anode power fraction
decrease with increased magnetic field shows that the voltage drop across the plasma increases
more rapidly than the anode fall voltage.
The most prominent feature of the data presented above is the linear rise in anode fall
voltage with applied magnetic field strength. For the flow rates studied, the rate of increase in
anode fall voltage with applied field is insensitive to discharge current, appears to increase
approximately linearly with anode radius, and is strongly dependent on propellant flow rate for the
2.54 and 3.81 cm anodes, but not for the 5.1 cm anode. The dependence of the Van vs. Bz slope
on anode radius is shown in Figure 13. While it is difficult to establish definite trends with only
three anode radii, it appears that a linear fit explains most of the observed dependence.
Examination of the behavior of the slopes with propellant flow rate did not reveal a quantitative
relationship, though it appears that for the 2.54 cm anode the slope decreases as rh 3/2. The
relationship did not hold for the other anodes.
The linear rise of anode fall voltage with applied field strength indicates that the plasma in
the anode region is magnetized. 3 Estimates of the electron Hall parameter, given by:
l ,',,5 B ,-,-,154x ue _l,;
m,no ln(A) (7)
range from over 1 at the highest flow rate in the 2.54 cm radius thruster with the lowest applied-
field strength to over 1000 with the lowest flow rate and the highest applied-field with the 5.1 cm
radius anode. Thus, for almost all operating conditions the current carrying electrons will move
along the magnetic field lines for many gyrations before undergoing a collision which allows them
to move toward the anode. Recent studies on quasi-steady self-field thrusters have shown a
correlation between the electron Hall parameter in the anode region and the anode fall voltage. 7
While this may explain the linear rise in fall voltage with applied field strength and with reducing
propellant flow rate, the lack of a flow rate dependence with the large anodes is unexplained. The
dominance of the applied-field over the self-induced magnetic fields for the thrusters studied in this
work may explain the lack of a discharge current dependence, as the self-induced field has little
effect on the Hall parameter.
The high electron Hall parameters lead to an increased anode fall voltage as a result of the
higher electric field required to maintain a constant electron flux into the anode (discharge current).
This effect could be mitigated by either reducing the Hall parameter near the anode surface or by
changing the thruster geometry such that magnetic field lines cross the anode surface, thus
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allowing electronmotion along field linesto transportcurrentinto theanode.The first of these
approaches could be accomplished by either tailoring the magnetic field shape or by judicious
choice of propellant injection geometry. The former approach was recently attempted at Princeton
University with mixed results, 17 though for some conditions there was a clear reduction in anode
fall voltage. While anode propellant injection has been unsuccessfully attempted in the past, 18 the
tests were performed at such high facility backpressures that the results are inconclusive. The
effect of modifying the thruster and field geometries on anode power deposition has only received
a cursory examination to date. Schall, 19 using a two-coil applied-field magnet, showed that
modifying the field shape such that field lines crossed the anode surface reduced the anode fall
voltage by as much as a factor of two. A similar reduction might be achieved by modifying the
anode shape. For example, using an axially converging anode with an axial applied magnetic field
would not only allow electron transport into the anode along magnetic field lines, but also may
increase the plasma density near the anode surface, resulting in a decreased Hall parameter. The
results presented in this report clearly show the importance of pursuing each of these approaches to
reducing anode power deposition.
The negative anode fall voltages observed with the small anode for a propellant flow rate of
0.10 g/s and an applied field of 0.033 T indicate that for those conditions the random thermal
electron current exceeds the discharge current. 2° Under those circumstances, the anode becomes
negative with respect to the plasma so as to repel the excess electrons impinging on it. The
minimum anode fall values in Table 2 show that these values increase monotonically with
discharge current and anode radius. Figures 10a - c show that the minimum anode fall is inversely
proportional to propellant flow rate for a given anode radius, a correlation which agrees with the
dependence on anode radius at a constant propellant flow rate. This discussion leads to the
following scaling relation for the minimum anode fall voltage:
V,o,mi" _ J__Ld= JdmiR_ u
n_ rh (8)
which appears to fit the available data. Note however, that the dependence on flow velocity, u, has
not been directly observed experimentally.
Conclusions
Anode power and plasma characteristics measurements were made using three applied-field
MPD thruster geometries over a wide range of operating conditions, including argon propellant
flow rates between 0.025 and 0.14 g/s, discharge currents between 750 and 2000 A, and applied-
field strengths between 0.033 and 0.2 T. Electron current conduction into the anode was shown
to be the dominant source of anode power, with the electron thermal energy and anode work
function contributions dominating at the low applied field strengths with the small anodes, and the
anode fall voltage contribution dominating with the large anodes and higher applied-field strengths.
The anode fall voltage was found to rise linearly with applied-field strength. Changes in discharge
current did not have a significant effect on the rate of anode fall voltage rise with applied field
strength, though the minimum anode fall voltage rose linearly with discharge current. Decreasing
the propellant flow rate sharply increased the anode fall voltage, increasing both its magnitude and
rate of increase with applied-field strength with the 2.54 and 3.81 cm radius anodes, while only
increasing its magnitude for the 5.1 cm radius thruster. The anode fall behavior is consistent with
11
thatexpectedfor amagnetizedfall region,andfollowsthebehaviorobservedin quasi-steady,MW
powerlevel, self-field MPD thrusters. Theseconclusionsshowthattheanodepowerdeposition
may be reducedby changing the anodeand applied-field shapeto allow for parallel current
conductioninto theanode,or addingpropellantat theanodesurfaceto decreasetheelectronHall
parameterin theanoderegion.
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Argon Flow Rate Anode Fall Voltage vs. Applied Field Strength SlopeAnode Radius
cm
2.54
3.81
5.1
5.1
g/s V/T
750 A 1000 A 1250 A 1500 A
I I II
0.10 142 152 148 167
0. t 0 237 370 270
0.10 1653 495 503
0.14 490 503 470
II
Table 1. Effect of anode radius and discharge current on Van vs. Bz slope.
Anode Radius
cm
Argon Flow Rate
g/s
i II
2.54 0.10
3181 0.10
5.1 0.10
5.1 0.14
,, ?, ,,
ii ......
750 A
- 2.0
6.0
14
6.0
Minimum Anode Fall Voltage
V
1000 A 1250 A 1500 A
III
- 1.0 2.0 4.0
8.0 12
17 23
8.O 15
Table 2 - Effect of geometry and discharge current on the anode fall voltage at the
minimum applied-field strength for each geometry.
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